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	e aim of this paper is to apply both time- and frequency-domain-based approaches on real-life civil engineering structures
and to assess their capability for damage detection. 	e methodology is based on Principal Component Analysis of the Hankel
matrix built from output-only measurements and of Frequency Response Functions. Damage detection is performed using the
concept of subspace angles between a current (possibly damaged state) and a reference (undamaged) state.	e 
rst structure is the
Champangshiehl Bridge located in Luxembourg. Several damage levels were intentionally created by cutting a growing number of
prestressed tendons and vibration data were acquired by theUniversity of Luxembourg for each damaged state.	e second example
consists in reinforced and prestressed concrete panels. Successive damages were introduced in the panels by loading heavy weights
and by cutting steel wires. 	e illustrations show di�erent consequences in damage identi
cation by the considered techniques.

1. Introduction

Modal identi
cation and damage detection methods using
output-only measurements are very attractive in the 
eld of
structural health monitoring (SHM) when the ambient exci-
tation is unknown (e.g., in civil engineering structures sub-
mitted to wind or tra�c excitation). A review of vibration-
based health monitoring methods can be found in [1, 2].

For the purpose ofmodal analysis, time-domainmethods
such as the stochastic subspace identi
cation (SSI) method
are currently applied. For damage detection, methods such
as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Second-Order
Blind Identi
cation (SOBI) were also recently developed.
	e robustness of these methods was improved by making
use of the Hankel matrix instead of the observation matrix
leading to the following variant approaches: Enhanced PCA,
Null Subspace Analysis (NSA), or Enhanced SOBI. 	eir
e�ciency has been demonstrated in earlier studies mainly
on numerical examples and laboratory experiments [3, 4].
	ey were also tested successfully on industrial examples to
perform machine condition monitoring using a reduced set
of sensors [5].

	e aim of this paper is to present some applications of a
PCA-based damage detection technique to civil engineering
structures.	e 
rst structure consists in the Champangshiehl
Bridgewhich is a two-span concrete box girder bridge located
in Luxembourg. Next, precast reinforced and prestressed
concrete slabs are considered. A sensitivity analysis for PCA
in the frequency domain is used for the purpose of damage
localization.

2. Dynamic Feature Extraction Using
Principal Component Analysis

Let us consider a dynamical system characterized by a set of
vibration measurements collected in the observation matrix
X:

X = [x1 x2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x� ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x�] , x� ∈ R
�, (1)

where x� is the output vector at time step �,� is the number
of output sensors, and � is the number of time samples.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) aims to reduce the
dimensionality of the observed data while preserving most of
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information contained in the data set [6]. 	is is realized by

nding 	 principal axes, which allow a data projection onto
the 	-dimensional subspace so that themean square distance
between the original points and corresponding projection is
minimal. 	e dimension 	 corresponding to the number of
principal components de
nes the rank of matrix X and is
directly related to the order of the system. In practice, PCA
is o�en performed by singular value decomposition (SVD)
of matrix; that is,

X = UΣVT, (2)

where U and V are orthonormal matrices, the columns of U
de
ning the principal components (PCs). 	e order 	 of the
system is determined by selecting the 
rst 	 nonzero singular
values in Σ which have a signi
cant magnitude (“energy”) as
described in [7].

	e null subspace (NSA) and enhanced-PCA method
(EPCA) proposed in [3, 4], respectively, are variant methods
of the PCA method obtained by exploiting Hankel matrices
of the dynamical system [8]. 	e data-driven block Hankel
matrix is de
ned in (3), where 2
 is a user-de
ned number
of row blocks, each block contains � rows (number of
measurement sensors), and � is the number of columns
(practically � = � − 2
 + 1). 	e Hankel matrixH1,2� consists
of 2
� rows and is split into two equal parts of 
 block rows,
which represent past and future data, respectively. Compared
to the observation matrix X, the Hankel matrix is built
using time-lagged vibration signals and not instantaneous
representations of responses.	is enables taking into account
time correlations between measurements when current data
depend on past data.	erefore, the objective pursued here in
using blockHankelmatrices rather than observationmatrices
is to improve the sensitivity of the detection method:

H1,2� =
[[[[[[[[[[[
[

x1 x2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x�
x2 x3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x�+1⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
x� x�+1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x�+�−1
x�+1 x�+2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x�+�
x�+2 x�+3 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x�+�+1⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅
x2� x2�+1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ x2�+�−1

]]]]]]]]]]]
]

≡ [H�
H�

] ≡ “past”

“future”
,

(3)

where the subscripts of H1,2� denote the subscript of the 
rst
and last element of the 
rst column in the block Hankel
matrix.

3. Damage Detection Based on
the Concept of Subspace Angle

	e principal components contained in matrixU span a sub-
space, which characterizes the dynamic state of the system.
Without any damage or variation of environmental condi-
tions, the characteristic subspaceU remains unchanged. Any
change in the dynamic behaviour caused by a modi
cation
of the system state modi
es consequently its characteristic
subspace. 	is change may be estimated using the de
nition

�

Reference

Current

Φ1,i

Φ1,0

Φ2,0

Φ2,i

Figure 1: Angle � formed by active subspaces according to the
reference and current states, due to a dynamic change.

of subspace angles [9]. As illustrated by a two-dimensional
case in Figure 1, the concept of subspace angle can be seen
as a tool to quantify existing spatial coherence between two
data sets resulting from observations of a vibration system.
In the 
gure, an active subspace is built from two principal
components (column vectors) of matrix U.

4. Damage Detection in
the Champangshiehl Bridge

4.1. Description of the Bridge. 	e Champangshiehl Bridge
shown in Figure 2 is a two-span concrete box girder bridge
built in 1966 and located in the centre of Luxembourg. 	e
bridge has a total length of 102m divided into two spans of
37m and 65m, respectively. It is prestressed by 112 steel wires
as illustrated in Figure 2(b). Before its complete destruction,
the bridge was monitored and a series of damages were
arti
cially introduced as summarized in Table 1. 	e four
damage cases considered are illustrated in Figures 3(a)–3(d).

	e measurement setup considered in the present work
is given in Figure 4. Ten sensors were located on each side
A and B of the deck (the distance between each sensor is
about 10m). Vibration monitoring under impact excitation
was performed on the healthy structure and at each damage
state. More detailed descriptions of the bridge can be found
in [10].

4.2. Analysis Results. 	e bridge may be analyzed through a
well establishedmodal identi
cationmethod proposed in [11]
which relies on the use of stochastic subspace identi
cation
(SSI). Two 
rst eigenfrequencies obtained for the four dam-
age cases (D1–D4) are compared to the eigenfrequencies of
the healthy structure as reported in Table 2.

Table 2 shows that the decrease of the eigenfrequencies
is proportional to the damage level for damage cases D1,
D3, and D4. Only damage case D2 exhibits a di�erent
behaviour as the 
rst eigenfrequency increases by an amount
of 1.6%with respect to the healthy case. Moreover, the second
eigenfrequency is a�ected by the larger decrease (5.42%) of all
the damage states. 	is is in good agreement with an earlier
analysis reported in [12].

	e application of the concept of subspace angle on the
Champangshiehl Bridge data allows detecting all the damage
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Figure 2: 	e Champangshiehl Bridge.
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Figure 3: Damage scenarios.

Table 1: Description of the damage scenarios according to the cutting sections shown in Figure 2.

State Damage
Percentage cutting (100% equals all tendons in the de
ned section cut)

0.45 L Over the pylon

#0 Undamaged state

#1
Cutting straight lined tendons in the lower part, at
0.45 L (20 tendons)

33.7% 0%

#2
#1 + cutting 8 straight lined tendons in the upper part,
over the pylon

33.7% 12.6%

#3 #2 + cutting external tendons (56 wires) 46.1% 24.2%

#4
#3 + cutting 16 straight lined tendons in the upper part
and 8 parabolic tendons

46.1% 62.12%
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Table 2: Change in the eigenfrequencies (identi
ed by SSI).

�1 �2
Value (Hz) Δ�1 (%) Value (Hz) Δ�2 (%)

Healthy 1.92 5.54

D1 1.87 −2.6 5.45 −1.62
D2 1.95 1.6 5.24 −5.42
D3 1.82 −5.21 5.39 −2.71
D4 1.75 −8.85 5.3 −4.33

A1 A2 A4A3
A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 A10

B1
B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 B10

L = 65.5m 37.5m
103m

1
2
.5

m

Excitation position

Figure 4: Location of the sensors on the bridge deck.
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Figure 5: Damage detection results using EPCA.

cases (D1–D4) using the single 
rst principal component
(PC) of the Hankel matrix. 	e detection remains good and
even more evident when 2, 3, and 4 PCs are used.

On the other hand, the use of more PCs (higher than
4) deteriorates the quality of the distinction between the
damaged and the healthy states. Indeed, the highest PCs
(associated with small singular values, that is, low energy)
come from noise present in the data and are not dynamic
features of the system. As an example, the detection results
obtained on the basis of 3 PCs are shown in Figure 5. In this

gure, a total of 20 tests were considered: eight tests on the
healthy structure (H) and twelve tests corresponding to the
four levels of damages D1–D4. It can be observed that all the
damage cases are well detected and that damage cases D2
present the largest damage indexes.

5. Damage Detection on Precast Panels

5.1. Description of the Panels. 	e two investigated panels are
manufactured by the Luxembourg company ECHOLUX and
both are of the same type (one prestressed concrete (PrC), one
special fabricated nonprestressed, reinforced concrete (RC)
for testing purposes only).	ey are made of concrete C50/60

with an elastic modulus of 42700N/mm2 and a measured
compressive strength of 58.3N/mm2 (quality control of man-
ufacturer). 	e quality of the reinforcement is St 1470/1670

and the corresponding elastic modulus 205000N/mm2. In
the upper section of the panel, there are 4 wires with a
diameter of 5mm and in the lower Section 12 wires with a
diameter of 7mm. Before testing, the concrete at the bottom
side in the middle of the slab along axis C (Figure 6(b))
was removed, as shown in Figure 6(a), to give access to the
reinforcement for the later procedures of cutting tendons.

Both static and dynamic tests were performed on the
slabs to compare their behavior in each condition [13]. 	e
dynamic responses were measured using impact testing. 	e
sample rate of the data acquisition is set to 200Hz; signals
were recorded during 8 seconds a�er the introduction of
impact. 	e measurements are set with a quite dense grid
(Δ = 14.55 cm, Figure 7) for the sake of studying damage
localization later. 	ere are 45 impact points at each side of
the slabs and three accelerometers (Ref. 1–Ref. 3 in Figure 7)
are used to capture dynamic responses. So, in each condition,
we have 3 sets of data containing 90 signals.

Damages were introduced by static mass loading
(Figure 6(b)), cutting of steel wires and are resumed in
Table 3.

5.2. Analysis of the Results. Relating to frequency, damages
show in�uence principally on the 
rst component. Table 5
presents the 
rst eigenfrequency shi�, identi
ed by the peak
picking and SSI methods, respectively.

	e results obtained in Table 5 for the RC slab show a
good agreement between the peak picking and SSI methods.
It shows a clear decrease of frequency values following the
increasing levels of damage. However, for the PrC slab,
the eigenfrequencies vary very slightly between di�erent
conditions; only the intact state (#0) and the state before the
failure (#3∗) are clearly distinct. 	e values identi
ed by SSI
cannot classify levels #0 to #2∗. 	is is consistent with the
observations and cracking described in Table 4: no change is
noticed between state #0 to #1∗. It reveals that, in comparison
with the RC slab, apparent damage occurs very late in the
PrC slab; the crack formation and hence the deformation
are negligible until failure, which makes the detection more
di�cult.

Before the implementation of the static and dynamic tests,
cracking loads were calculated for each structure. For the
RC slab, the cracking load is expected for a load of two
steel weights (�1 and �2 in Figure 6(b)) without cutting of
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Figure 6: Panel structure and experiment schema.

Table 3: Damage scenarios.

Number Damage scenario Cutting percentage Remark

#0 Intact state-no damage — Later we consider states
#0, #0∗, #1∗, #2∗, #3∗.
∗denotes a state a�er
loading and then
removing of 4 heavy
weights from the slab
(shown in Figure 6(b))

#1
Cutting of 2 tendons (numbers 6 and 7-refer to
Figure 6(a))

16.7%

#2 Cutting of 4 tendons (numbers 6, 7, 2, and 11) 33.3%

#3
Cutting of 6 tendons (numbers 6, 7, 2, 11, 4, and
9)

50%

#4
Cutting of 8 tendons (numbers 6, 7, 2, 11, 4, 9, 3,
and 10)

66.7%

Hammer impact test

Excitation
Measurement

201

101

245

145Ref 1 Ref 2 Ref 3

0.60m0.60m 2.60m2.60m
A BCΔ = 14.55 cm

6.40m

Figure 7: Measurement setup: impact point (101–145 and 201–245)
and accelerometer positions (Ref. 1–Ref. 3).

any wires. Contrarily, the cracking load for the PrC slab is
expected for an additional load of four steel weights (�1, �2,�3, and �4) and cutting of 6 to 7 wires.

As presented in Figure 8, EPCA detects dynamic change
in the RC slab from the loading of 2masses, what corresponds
already to the cracking load, while visible cracks are noticed
only a�er the loading of 4 masses. Furthermore, the results
distinguish clearly the tests before and a�er cutting tendons:
larger subspace angles are obtained for the last cases. All
signals processed here were measured a�er a procedure of
charging then removing masses. Each condition is repre-
sented by 3 sets of measurement; one set of measurement in
the intact state is provided for reference data.

For the PrC slab, it is theoretically proven that the
cracking load can be reached much later with respect to the
RC slab. Only a hairline crack occurs a�er the loading of
4 masses in addition to the cutting of 4 tendons (#2∗). In
this circumstance, for a more precise comparison between
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Figure 8: EPCA detection for the RC slab (always unloaded state).

di�erent conditions in the PrC slab, we examine only the
correlation of states a�er a procedure of loading then remov-
ing the 4 masses. All data refer to the intact state #0∗ a�er
removing the masses. As presented in Figure 9, the EPCA
method is able to detect well the damages caused in the slab.
As in the visible observations, subspace angles do not reveal
much di�erence between damages #1∗ to #3∗.
5.3. Localization of Damage. In this paper, damage local-
ization in beam-like structures is based on the use of
sensitivity analysis of measurements. A review on modal
updating methods including the sensitivity of both frequen-
cies and mode-shapes is given in [14]. Natural frequency
sensitivity has been used extensively for the purpose of
damage localization. However, most of the methods based
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Table 4: Description of damages.

Number Reinforced concrete (RC) slab Prestressed concrete (PrC) slab

#0 No damage No damage

#0∗ Appearance of a decisive crack pattern, large creep No crack observed

#1∗ No further cracks, current cracks grow and also creep No crack observed, no considerable deformation

#2∗ As above Appearance of a hairline crack, minimal deformation

#3∗ As above As above

#4∗ Collapse Collapse

Table 5: 	e shi� of the 
rst eigenfrequency (Hz) from the intact state until before the collapse (always unloaded state).

RC slab PrC slab

State #0 #0∗ #1∗ #2∗ #3∗ #0 #0∗ #1∗ #2∗ #3∗

� by peak picking 11 9.18 8.07 7.85 7.69 11.75 11.70 11.65 11.65 11.55

� by SSI 11 9.20 8.00 7.70 7.60 11.73 11.65 11.61 11.56 11.33
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Figure 9: EPCA detection for the PrC slab (always unloaded state).

on frequency sensitivity with respect to damage variables
require an accurate analytical model. In [15], an extension of
the frequency sensitivity approach is proposed to eliminate
this requirement. However, an optimization procedure is still
needed to estimate the unknown systemmatrices through an
identi
ed model using input-output measurement data.

Natural frequencies are known to be very e�cient in
characterizing changes in dynamical systems. Mode-shapes
are considered e�cient to recognize spatial changes, since
they condense most of the deformation database of the
structure. In the present work, the sensitivity of mode-shapes
is considered. However, the construction of an analytical
model is not necessary for the localization procedure.

5.3.1. Index for Localization. In the previous sections, the SSI
and EPCAmethods were used in the time-domain for modal
identi
cation and damage detection. Damage may be located
based on the estimation of �exibility from the identi
ed
mode-shapes as presented in [10]. In this section, Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) is used for damage localization
based on a sensitivity analysis in the frequency-domain.
	e technique is described in earlier works [4, 16, 17] and is
summarized here brie�y.

Let us consider the Frequency Response Functions
(FRFs)H
(�) for a single input at location �:

H

 (�) = [h (�1) h (�2) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ h (��)] , (4)

where vector h(��) is of dimension � (the number of
measured coordinates) and � is the number of frequency
lines.	e rows of H
 represent the responses at themeasured
degrees of freedom (DOFs), while the columns are “snap-
shots” of the FRFs at di�erent frequencies. We will assume
that the dynamical system matrices depend on a vector of
parameters p.	is vector of parametersmay consist of system
parameters or state variables. We can assess its principal
components through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
as represented in (2). AsH
 belongs to the frequency-domain,
the le� singular vectors in U give spatial information, the
right singular vectors in V represent modulation functions
depending on frequency, and the diagonal matrix of singular
values Σ contains scaling parameters of descending order�1 > �2 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > ��. In other words, the SVD of H
 separates
information depending on space and frequency.

From (2), a sensitivity analysis can be performed by
taking the derivative of the observation matrix H
 with
respect to p:

�H

�p = �U

�p ΣVT + U
�Σ
�pVT + UΣ�VT

�p . (5)

	rough this equation, the sensitivity of the system dynamic
response shows its dependence on the sensitivity of each
SVD term. Junkins and Kim [18] developed a method to
compute the partial derivatives of SVD factors. Here, for the
sake of localization, we are more particularly interested in
spatial information contained in the le� singular vectorU; its
sensitivity with respect to a parameter 	� is simply given by
the following equation:

�U��	� =
�∑
�=1
 ���U� with

 ��� = 1
�2� − �2� [�� (U

T
�
�H

�	� V�) + ��(U

T
�
�H

�	� V�)

T] .
(6)
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Figure 10: Comparison of mode-shapes obtained by SSI and the sensitivity analysis (×: position of support).

It is shown in [18] that the diagonal coe�cients  ��� keep only
their imaginary part (their real parts are empty).

So, the sensitivity of the 
th principal component can

be computed through coe�cients  ��� which depend on an

unknown �H
/�	�. It is proven in [16] that when the system
matrices are symmetric, if parameter of interest is some
coe�cient �� of the sti�ness matrix, the sensitivity of the FRF
matrix may be simply determined by the following formula:

�H

�	� = −H�� ⋅H�� ,
, (7)

whereH�� is just the row vector corresponding to coe�cient�� in the FRF matrix in (4) and #�� ,
 is the � element of this
vector.

Once �H
/�	� has been computed, the sensitivity of
the le� singular vectors is a good candidate for resolving
localization problems of linear-form structures, for example,
chain-like or beam-like structures. In eachworking condition
of the system, we can compute the sensitivity �U�/�	�. 	e

reference state is denoted by �U��/�	�, and the deviation of
the current condition may be assessed as follows:

Δ�U��	� =
�U��	� −

�U���	� . (8)

	e last vector allows themaximization of useful information
for damage localization.

5.3.2. Application on the Precast Panels. First, let us note
that the sensitivity analysis of the FRF data allows extracting
structural mode-shapes thanks to the principal component
vectors contained in matrix U. For the sake of conciseness,
only the signals coming from one slab side are used here
(from points 101 to 145 in Figure 7). Figure 10 compares
the mode-shapes identi
ed through SSI and the sensitivity
analysis, respectively. It clearly shows that the mode-shapes
obtained by the sensitivity analysis are smoother than by
SSI. 	e SSI modes show larger variations at points of high
amplitude.

As stated before, damage produces a crack pattern in
the middle of the slab. So it is expected that the damage
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Figure 11: Damage localization in the RC slab for damage #2∗.

localization procedure will point out damage around this
zone, that is, along axis C passing through point 23 (see
Figure 7) which marks the middle of the slab.

Let us remind you that in PCA, a large number of data
are one of the requirements so that a principal component in
U converges to a modal vector; so a frequency range should
be chosen large enough for a su�cient observation of data in
H
(�). For the RC slab, the frequency range of [4Hz–26Hz]
corresponding to mode 1 is 
rst selected to eliminate low-
frequency noise and higher frequency modes.

	e results for |Δ(�U1/�	�)| shown in Figure 11 are
obtained from the set of measurement number 3. As the
sensor was located at point 38 for this set of measurement,
parameter 	� is chosen to correspond to �38 according
to the 38th element of the “experimental” sti�ness matrix.
	e “undamaged” vector of �U1/�	� is extracted from
state #0 which is considered as reference. 	e diagrams of|Δ(�U1/�	�)| in Figure 11 show for both modes 1 and 2 that
the highest peaks are located close to point 23 (axe C) where
the cracks gather. To take into account higher frequency
component (mode 2), the frequency range of [4Hz–50Hz] is
considered and the results are given in Figure 11(b). It should
be noticed that the 
rst principal component representsmode
2 of the structure, as shown in Figure 10(b). Mode 2 which is
more dominant thanmode 1 is alsomore sensitive to damage.
If only mode 1 is used, damages are only detected in cases
#2∗ and #3∗ but they are detected in all cases #0∗–#3∗ when
mode 2 is used. For the sake of conciseness, only the results
for damage #2∗ are presented here as an example.

In the case of PrC slab, damages are detected much later
and less apparent than in the RC slab, just before its collapse.

Location
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0
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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|Δ �U1/�k 38|( )

Figure 12: Damage localization in the PrC slab for damage #2∗,
based on mode 2.

It is con
rmed by very small changes in frequencies under
di�erent conditions.

	e localization procedure does not give any interesting
outcome for the PrC slab when only mode 1 is considered.
However, as in the RC slab, the use of mode 2 also allows
a better localization. Damages #3∗ and #2∗ can be similarly
localized as shown in Figure 12. 	e peak does not arise
exactly at point 23 (along axis C) but in the neighboring area.
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6. Conclusion

Several variants of Principal Component Analysis have been
used in this study for detection and localization of damage.
	e advantage of PCA over classical modal identi
cation
methods relies on its easiness of use.	e 
rst results obtained
on the Champangshiehl bridge are very encouraging. Fur-
thermore, damage localization and the in�uence of environ-
mental conditions on the diagnosis will be considered. 	e
examples of the precast panels showed that the damages were
better distinguished on the basis of the 
rst eigenfrequency
(especially for the RC slab) while they were localized in a
more e�ective manner using the second mode-shape.
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